Introduction
The dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus (dLGN) connects the retina to visual cortex. Early studies suggested that the retina sends signals to dLGN through the axons of relatively few retinal ganglion cell (RGC) types that carry parallel streams of visual information (Martin, 1986) . In dLGN, each thalamocortical neuron (TC) was reported to receive input from one or few RGCs (Levick et al., 1972; Chen & Regehr, 2000; Hong et al., 2014) , maintaining separation of the incoming channels. As a result, dLGN was thought to function as a relatively simple relay of retinal information to visual cortex (Hubel & Wiesel, 1961; Lee et al., 1983; Tavazoie & Reid, 2000; . Recent studies, however, have revealed far greater diversity among RGC types (Field & Chichilnisky, 2007; Baden et al., 2016) , most of which send axons to dLGN (Dacey et al., 2003; Ellis et al., 2016) . In addition, anatomical circuit reconstructions demonstrated that convergence of RGC axons onto TCs is higher than previously thought (Hammer et al., 2015; Morgan et al., 2016; Rompani et al., 2017) ; and functional recordings uncovered diverse light responses among TCs (Marshel et al., 2012; Piscopo et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2013a) . These studies have renewed interest in the functional organization of dLGN. Here, we discuss our current understanding of this organization from two sides: the projection patterns of RGC axons, and the diversity and distribution of TC neurons in dLGN. For the sake of clarity and brevity, we focus primarily on studies of mice.
The organization of RGC projections in mouse dLGN
The dLGN receives information about the outside world most directly from RGC axons, the terminations of which are organized into overlapping maps according to three criteria: (i) eye of origin (i.e., eye-specific segregation), (ii) topographic position within the retina (i.e., retinotopic map), and (iii) cell type (i.e., cell-typespecific lamination) (Fig. 1) .
Eye-specific segregation of RGC axons in dLGN
In mice, as in other animals with laterally positioned eyes, the majority or RGC axons cross sides in the optic chiasm (JaubertMiazza et al., 2005; Petros et al., 2008; . Tracer injections showed that axons from contra-and ipsilateral eyes occupy nonoverlapping domains of the mature dLGN (GodementKerschensteiner and Guido 2 Sparse labeling by in vivo electroporation revealed that at the level of single RGCs, refinement involves the elaboration of axon arbors prepositioned in the proper location and the elimination of inappropriately targeted sparse branches (Dhande et al., 2011 ). Axonal refinement is instructed by spontaneous activity patterns (i.e., retinal waves), which synchronize the firing of RGCs in the same eye (Meister et al., 1991; Ackman et al., 2012) ; and perturbations of retinal waves can block segregation and desegregate refined projections (Chapman, 2000; Stellwagen & Shatz, 2002; Demas et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2011; Burbridge et al., 2014) . The initial positioning of RGC axons in dLGN is determined by molecular gradients of Ephs and ephrins (McLaughlin & O'Leary, 2005; Huberman et al., 2008; Cang & Feldheim, 2013) ; and, although spontaneous activity can still drive eye-specific segregation when Eph/ephrin signaling is perturbed, ipsilateral patches are fractured and mislocalized (Huberman et al., 2005; Pfeiffenberger et al., 2005) .
The small size of the ipsilateral projection (Jaubert-Miazza et al., 2005; Coleman et al., 2009 ) and the comparatively large size of TC dendritic arbors (Krahe et al., 2011; Morgan et al., 2016) , suggest that information from both eyes may converge in dLGN. A recent trans-synaptic tracing study showed that a subset of TC neurons receive input from both eyes (Rompani et al., 2017) . The extent and stimulus conditions under which binocular responses occur in dLGN are a topic of debate and ongoing investigation Ziburkus & Guido, 2006; Zhao et al., 2013b; Howarth et al., 2014 ) (see part II below).
Retinotopic map of RGC axons in dLGN
To preserve spatial information about the visual world, axons of neighboring RGCs project to neighboring places in dLGN, forming retinotopic maps (Reese & Jeffery, 1983; Reese, 1988; McLaughlin & O'Leary, 2005; Huberman et al., 2008) . Retinotopic order is maintained beyond dLGN along the ventral and dorsal streams of the visual system (Andermann et al., 2011; Marshel et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Roth et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012) . Given the convergence of multiple RGCs onto a single TC neuron (Hong et al., 2014; Hammer et al., 2015; Morgan et al., 2016) , precise retinotopic mapping of RGC axons is required for contiguous high-acuity receptive fields in dLGN. In cats and ferrets, mature TC receptive fields emerge from spatially and functionally imprecise beginnings during a period of refinement (Tavazoie & Reid, 2000; Akerman et al., 2004) . No data on the development of TC receptive fields in mice have been published, but anatomical studies indicate that topographic precision of RGC projections increases during the first two weeks of life (Dhande et al., 2012) . Similar to eye-specific segregation, retinotopic maps of RGC axons are established and refined by the combined action of Eph/ephrin gradients and activitydependent plasticity (McLaughlin & O'Leary, 2005; Huberman et al., 2008; Cang & Feldheim, 2013; Xu et al., 2015) . When Eph/ ephrin signaling is perturbed, projections from nearby RGCs are split, disrupting retinotopic order in dLGN (Pfeiffenberger et al., 2006) . By contrast, termination zones of RGC axons remain appropriately localized but broaden when spontaneous activity patterns are perturbed Burbridge et al., 2014) widening TC receptive fields Cang et al., 2008) .
Cell-type-specific lamination of RGC axons in dLGN
Morphological and functional surveys, and an increasing number of transgenic mouse lines reveal extraordinary diversity among RGCs, which comprise 30-40 distinct cell types in mice (Sun et al., 2002; Badea & Nathans, 2004; Coombs et al., 2006; Helmstaedter et al., 2013; Sumbul et al., 2014; Baden et al., 2016) . Retrograde labeling indicates that most of these RGCs project to dLGN in mice (Ellis et al., 2016) , as they do in primates (Dacey et al., 2003) , suggesting that a large number of parallel information streams enter dLGN. To what extent incoming streams remain separate, or how their information is combined by TCs depends in part on the cell-type-specific projection patterns of RGC axons in dLGN (Fig. 1) .
In primates, cats, and ferrets, dLGN neurons are separated into distinct cellular layers that receive input from specific RGC types (Usrey & Alitto, 2015) ; whereas in mouse and rat, dLGN neurons show no apparent separation (Reese, 1988; Usrey & Alitto, 2015) . Yet, RGC axons impose order on these comparatively unorganized targets by arborizing in cell-type-specific patterns (Fig. 1A) . Early tracing studies hinted at lamination of RGC axons in rats (Reese, 1988) . This organization is now being revealed in increasing detail by a growing number of transgenic mouse lines that label specific subsets or individual types of RGCs (Siegert et al., 2009; Hong et al., 2014; Dhande et al., 2015; . In addition to 
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3 studies of individual mouse lines, the Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas includes adeno-associated virus (AAV) tracing studies of projections from RGCs labeled in a variety of Cre-driver lines (http://connectivity.brain-map.org/). A summary of this effort was recently published (Martersteck et al., 2017) .
The mouse retina contains a large number of direction selective ganglion cell (DSGC) types (Borst & Euler, 2011; . Among these, two canonical groups are distinguished by their contrast preferences: ON-DSGCs respond to light increments and ON-OFF DSGCs respond to light increments and decrements (Borst & Euler, 2011; . ON-DSGCs prefer motion in one of three directions that are aligned with the orientation of the semicircular canals in the inner ear (Yonehara et al., 2009; Dhande et al., 2013) . ON-DSGCs largely avoid dLGN, project to brainstem nuclei of the accessory optic system, and, together with the vestibular system, drive image stabilizing eye movements (Simpson, 1984; Yonehara et al., 2009; Dhande et al., 2013; Osterhout et al., 2015; Sun et al., 2015) . ON-OFF DSGCs prefer motion in one of four cardinal directions (nasal, temporal, dorsal, or ventral) (Borst & Euler, 2011; . More than one cell type may exist for each preferred direction (Rivlin-Etzion et al., 2011; Baden et al., 2016) ; and all ON-OFF DSGC types examined so far project to the ventricular margin of the dLGN, also known as the dLGN shell (Huberman et al., 2009; Kim et al., 2010; Kay et al., 2011; Rivlin-Etzion et al., 2011) ( Fig. 1A and 1B) . Their projection patterns are not uniform, however, as axon arbors of ventral motion preferring ON-OFF DSGCs also cover an adjacent layer in the dLGN core (Kim et al., 2010; Kay et al., 2011) . Interestingly, TCs in the dLGN shell and core project to different layers of visual cortex (layers 1 and 2 vs., layer 4, respectively) indicating that RGCs projecting to the respective areas participate in separate visual pathways Cruz-Martin et al., 2014; Bickford et al., 2015) . ON-OFF DSGCs target the dLGN shell before eye opening (Kay et al., 2011; Osterhout et al., 2014) by mechanisms that remain to be uncovered, and maintain their laminar position independent of spontaneous and sensory-evoked activity patterns (Soto et al., 2012) .
Recently, three noncanonical DSGC types (J-, F-mini ON -, and F-mini OFF -RGCs) were identified based on gene expression patterns, and characterized in two transgenic mouse lines (Kim et al., 2008; Joesch & Meister, 2016; Rousso et al., 2016) . These noncanonical DSGCs have asymmetric dendritic arbors and uniformly prefer ventral motion (Kim et al., 2008; Rousso et al., 2016) . Dendrites of noncanonical DSGCs stratify outside the ChAT (i.e., cholineacetyltransferase) bands formed by neurites of starburst amacrine cells, which are critical for canonical direction selective responses in the retina (Borst & Euler, 2011) . Although the circuit mechanisms underlying their response selectivity therefore likely differ from those of canonical DSGCs, the axons of J-and F-mini ON -and F-mini OFF -RGCs similarly target the dLGN shell (Kay et al., 2011; Rousso et al., 2016) (Fig. 1A and 1B) .
Patch clamp recordings from large somata in the ganglion cell layer of the retina led to the characterization of three RGC types: one responds with sustained firing to light increments (ON S -RGCs), another responds with sustained firing to light decrements (OFF S -RGC), and the third responds transiently to light decrements (OFF T -RGC) (Murphy & Rieke, 2006) . Based on morphological and functional homology to RGC types in cats, these cells are also referred to as ONα (ON S ), OFFδ (OFF S ), and OFFα (OFF T ) (Pang et al., 2003; Park et al., 2015) . OFF T -RGCs were one of the first genetically identified RGC types (CB2-EGFP mice), whose central projections were mapped (Huberman et al., 2008) .
Since then, different combinations ON S -, OFF S -, and OFF T -RGCs have been found to be labeled in a number of transgenic mouse lines (Ecker et al., 2010; Farrow et al., 2013; Bleckert et al., 2014; Duan et al., 2014) . Results from the initial characterizations of these mice and from the Allen Brain Connectivity Atlas, suggest that ON S -, OFF S -, and OFF T -RGCs project to medial aspects of the dLGN core (Fig. 1A and 1B ). This conclusion is further supported by retrograde and trans-synaptic viral labeling studies, and by the preponderance of ON S , OFF S , and OFF T responses in the core of the dLGN (Piscopo et al., 2013; Cruz-Martin et al., 2014; Ellis et al., 2016) .
Among the transgenic mice that label ON S -RGCs is Opn4-Cre, a line in which Cre recombinase is expressed from the Opn4 (i.e., melanopsin) locus (Ecker et al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2014) . Melanopsin mediates light responses in a subset of RGCs, referred to collectively as intrinsically photosensitive RGCs (ipRGCs) (Provencio et al., 2000; Berson et al., 2002; Hattar et al., 2002) . A number of different ipRGC types have been distinguished (M1-M4) (Tu et al., 2005; Ecker et al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2011; Estevez et al., 2012) . All ipRGCs receive synaptic input from the retinal circuitry in addition to their intrinsic responses. The strengths of synaptic and intrinsic inputs appear to be inversely proportional and vary between ipRGC types, with M1 ipRGCs showing the strongest intrinsic responses and ON S -RGCs (i.e., M4 ipRGCs) showing the weakest intrinsic responses (Wong et al., 2007; Schmidt & Kofuji, 2009; Estevez et al., 2012; Schmidt et al., 2014) . M1-M3 ipRGCs project to numerous subcortical visual areas, but avoid dLGN (Hattar et al., 2006) , whereas ON S -RGCs (i.e., M4 ipRGCs) project to the dLGN core (Ecker et al., 2010) (Fig. 1A and 1B) . In addition to this direct pathway, melanopsin-mediated light responses regulate visual signals in dLGN through intraretinal influences of ipRGCs Brown et al., 2010; Allen et al., 2014; Schmidt et al., 2014; Reifler et al., 2015; Prigge et al., 2016) .
RGCs are often broadly divided into ON, OFF, and ON-OFF groups, based on whether their firing rate increases in response to light increments, decrements, or both. However, one (or several) RGC type(s) does not fit into this classification scheme, and instead exhibits high baseline firing rates that are suppressed by ON and OFF stimuli. These cells are conserved from rodents to primates and are referred to as Suppressed-by-Contrast (SbC-) RGCs or uniformity detectors (Levick, 1967; Rodieck, 1967; de Monasterio, 1978; Sivyer et al., 2010; Tien et al., 2015) . With the help of transgenic mice, the circuit mechanisms underlying the suppressive responses of SbC-RGCs are being worked out (Jacoby et al., 2015; Tien et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2016; Tien et al., 2016) . Unfortunately, no line so far labels SbC-RGCs exclusively, and their central projection patterns therefore remain somewhat uncertain. Nonetheless, two transgenic mouse lines that cover SbC-RGCs show strong projections to the dLGN core (Ivanova et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2014) , and SbC responses have been recorded in dLGN and V1 (Niell & Stryker, 2010; Piscopo et al., 2013) (Fig. 1A and 1B ). Together these findings suggest that signals from SbC-RGCs may propagate along a dedicated retino-geniculo-cortical pathway. Alternatively, SbC signals could be generated by different mechanisms at subsequent stages of the visual system, similar to orientation selective (OS) responses (Niell, 2013) .
In spite of the recent progress, the projection patterns of many RGC types are still unknown. In addition to providing a more comprehensive picture of cell-type-specific lamination, future work will further elucidate what retinal information is excluded from dLGN. In addition to ON-DSGCs and M1-M3 ipRGCs, a recent study comparing functional properties of RGCs retrogradely labeled from dLGN and superior colliculus (SC), indicates that, although a majority of cells project to both targets, several RGC types that respond transiently and selectively to small stimuli avoid dLGN (Ellis et al., 2016) .
The organization of mouse dLGN
In mouse, the dLGN is a bean-shaped nucleus that resides in the dorsal lateral aspect of thalamus. In Nissl stained material, it is a homogenous structure with cytoarchitectural boundaries that separate it from the ventral basal complex, the intrageniculate leaflet, and ventral geniculate nuclei. As discussed above, "hidden laminae" exist in the form of eye specific retinal terminal domains, and as a shell and core region (Fig. 1B) . The shell occupies a small strip of dLGN parallel to and just beneath the optic tract that receives input exclusively from the contralateral eye. The much larger core division lies beneath the shell, and receives input from both eyes, with those from the ipsilateral eye forming a small nonoverlapping, patchy cylinder that courses through the antero-medial region of the core. As discussed above, the shell and core receive input from distinct classes of RGCs (Fig. 1A and 1B) . The shell is the primary recipient domain for many types of DSGCs, while the core harbors a diverse group of RGC input that in the aggregate appear to mediate canonical aspects of spatial vision (Fig. 1A and 1B) . Additionally, the shell receives strong, excitatory input from superficial layers of SC, and together with input from DSGCs is believed to form a highly specialized visual channel that conveys information about stimulus motion and eye position to the superficial layers of visual cortex (Cruz-Martin et al., 2014; Bickford et al., 2015) . Indeed, the shell of mouse dLGN shares many of the same features noted in the C-laminae of carnivores and the koniocellular division of some primates (Demeulemeester et al., 1991; Harting et al., 1991) .
Neuronal cell types of dLGN
The neuronal composition of mouse dLGN is similar to that of other mammals (Parnavelas et al., 1977; Sherman & Guillery, 2002) . There are two principal cell types, thalamocortical relay cells (TC) and interneurons (Fig. 1C) . In rodents, roughly 90% of all cells in dLGN are TC neurons, and the remainder interneurons (Arcelli et al., 1997) . Both cell types receive retinal input, but only TC neurons have axons that exit the dLGN and project to the visual areas of cortex (Fig. 2) . Ascending axons of TC neurons also have collaterals that terminate in the thalamic reticular nucleus, a shell-like structure comprised of GABAergic inhibitory neurons that surrounds the dorsal thalamus (Pinault, 2004) . TC neurons make excitatory connections with TRN neurons, which in turn provide feedback inhibition onto TC neurons. Intrinsic interneurons have processes that are restricted to dLGN and form feedforward inhibitory connections with TC neurons (Fig. 2) . A more detailed explanation of these inhibitory circuits and underlying synaptic arrangements can be found in accompanying review by Cox.
The morphology of neurons in the rodent LGN has been examined in Golgi impregnated material (Rafols & Valverde, 1973; Parnavelas et al., 1977) , and more recently in mouse from single cell intracellular fills performed during in vitro recording experiments (JaubertMiazza et al., 2005; Krahe et al., 2011; Seabrook et al., 2013; El-Danaf et al., 2015) . Overall, TC neurons have a thick unbranched axon, large round soma, and complex multipolar dendritic arbors, whereas interneurons have a fusiform shaped soma and just a few sinuous dendritic processes. 3-D reconstructions of the dendritic architecture of TC neurons show they can be grouped into three distinct morphological classes that bear a striking resemblance to X (bi-conical), Y (symmetrical), and W (hemispheric) cells of the cat Stanford et al., 1981 Stanford et al., , 1983 Krahe et al., 2011) (Fig. 1C) . Additionally, each class exhibits a regional preference within dLGN (Krahe et al., 2011) . X cells are confined to the monocularly innervated, ventral region of dLGN. Y cells are found in the binocularly innervated central core region, and in some instances exhibit dendritic fields that extend into areas innervated by the contralateral and ipsilateral eye. W cells reside along the outer perimeter, and exclusively in the shell . These regional preferences are consistent with earlier studies in the rat, suggesting dLGN is organized into three separate retino-recipient domains; a central core that receives input from large, fast-conducting RGCs, an outer dorsal shell that receives input from small, slowly conducting RGCs and a ventral region for subset of smaller type RGCs (Martin, 1986; Reese, 1988) . How these regional preferences and receptive field properties of X, Y, and W correspond to Organization of mouse dLGN 5 the projection streams of identified RCC cell types remains unclear (see below).
Similar 3-D reconstructions of interneurons do not reveal any subclass distinctions, although two classes may exist based on differences in their intrinsic membrane properties (Leist et al., 2016) . Unlike TC neurons, interneurons are evenly dispersed throughout dLGN and have dendrites that readily cross eye-specific domains (Seabrook et al., 2013) (Fig. 1C) .
The degree and nature of retinal convergence onto TC neurons has been a topic of intense investigation. Studies in different species including mouse, reveal that retinal input onto dLGN neurons comprise about 10% of the total number of synapses in dLGN, with roughly 90% arising from a variety of nonretinal sources including layer V1 of visual cortex, brainstem cholinergic nuclei, and the thalamic reticular nucleus (Sherman & Guillery, 2002; Sherman, 2004; Bickford et al., 2010) (Fig. 2) . Despite this disparity, retinal terminals provide the primary excitatory drive for TC neurons, forming multiple contacts on proximal regions of TC dendrites (Hamos et al., 1987) . In mouse, estimates of retinal convergence derived from in vitro slice recordings reveal that at early postnatal ages developing TC neurons receive relatively weak synaptic input from several RGCs, and during the first few weeks of postnatal life then undergo a substantial pruning to ultimately receive strong input from just a few (Guido, 2008; Hong & Chen, 2011) . By contrast, interneurons do not go through a pruning period, but instead retain a relatively high level of retinal convergence into adulthood (Seabrook et al., 2013) , a feature that is consistent with their unique electronic structure and the synaptic arrangements they have with TC neurons (Sherman, 2004 ) (see accompanying review by Cox).
The degree of retinal convergence onto mouse TC neurons has been challenged by recent ultrastructural and trans-synaptic tracing studies, suggesting that an individual TC neuron can receive far more inputs than estimated using electrophysiological criteria (Hammer et al., 2015; Morgan et al., 2016; Rompani et al., 2017 ) (see accompanying review by Morgan). Using innovative trans-synaptic tracing techniques, Rompani et al. (2017) analyzed the number and type of RGCs innervating individual TC neurons. Among the 25 TC neurons analyzed, three modes of convergence were found; a relay mode where a given TC neuron receives monocular input from 1-5 RGCs of the same type, a combination mode where a TC neuron receives monocular input from 6-36 RGCs of different types, and a binocular mode where up 90 inputs of many different types from both eyes converge onto a single TC neuron. How these diverse patterns of convergence relate to receptive field properties of TC neurons and the nature of information transfer to visual cortex remains an open question. While these anatomical and physiological approaches provide somewhat discrepant results, they raise interesting questions about the relationship between form (ultrastructural) and function. One intriguing possibility is that only a few retinal inputs provide the excitatory drive for a TC neuron, while many others remain nascent, perhaps fluctuating in synaptic strength based on postnatal age or the quality of visual experience . As discussed below, whether TC neurons receive input from just a few or many RGCs, like carnivores and primates, their receptive field properties in many instances appear driven by a single RGC type.
Receptive field properties of dLGN neurons
Generally speaking, most dLGN neurons in mouse have large receptive fields (center diameter of 10-20 deg), summate information in a linear manner, and have a center-surround organization with an RF center that responds either in a sustained or transient manner to stimulus onset (ON) or offset (OFF) Piscopo et al., 2013; Denman & Contreras, 2016; Durand et al., 2016; Suresh et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2016) . Sustained ON and OFF responses are encountered more frequently than transient ones, with the latter restricted to OFF responses (Piscopo et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2016) . In mouse, dLGN neurons have poor spatial resolution (0.01-0.05 c/d), and respond optimally to relatively low temporal frequencies (1-4 Hz) Piscopo et al., 2013; Durand et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2016) . In addition to these somewhat classical dLGN response properties, mouse dLGN neurons display a rather rich and diverse repertoire of unconventional properties. Most notable is the prevalence of responses that show a strong selectivity for one direction (direction selectivity, DS) or to two opposing directions (orientation selective, OS) of a moving stimulus (Marshel et al., 2012; Piscopo et al., 2013; Scholl et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2013a) . These DS/OS responses have broad tuning profiles along the four cardinal axes, remain unaffected by the removal of corticofugal input, and tend to cluster in the dorsal shell, the target recipient zone for many ON-OFF DSGCs (Fig. 1A and 1B). Another unusual property of some dLGN neurons is their ability to signal the absence of contrast in a visual scene (Piscopo et al., 2013; Suresh et al., 2016; Piscopo et al., 2013; Suresh et al., 2016) . Such a response profile is similar to that of suppressed by contrast RGCs, showing a decreased firing to either the onset or offset of a visual stimulus (Tien et al., 2015) .
Arguably, one of the unique properties of mouse dLGN neurons reported falls outside the realm of image encoding. Using chromatic visual stimuli to activate RGCs that contain the photopigment melanopsin (ipRGCs), it was shown that up to 40% of dLGN neurons respond to whole-field ambient light steps, thereby acting as irradiance detectors (Brown et al., 2010) . Irradiant responses in dLGN could possibly originate from core projecting, intrinsically photo-sensitive ON alpha RGCs (i.e., M4 ipRGCs) (Brown et al., 2010; Ecker et al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2014) but a direct link between this RGC cell type and melanopsin signaling in dLGN is lacking (Fig. 1A and 1B) .
There is a consensus that in rodents, dLGN neurons are monocularly driven largely through the contralateral eye (Reese, 1988; . However of notable exception is one report that provides evidence for a high incidence of binocular responses among mouse dLGN neurons (Howarth et al., 2014) . These authors found little evidence to support monocular responses driven through the ipsilateral eye, but instead encountered many neurons with a response profile modulated by bright visual stimuli presented to the ipsilateral eye. A recent trans-synaptic labeling study provides additional support, suggesting that dLGN neurons residing in the binocular segment receive multiple inputs from both eyes (Rompani et al., 2017) . The robust binocular responses recorded in mouse dLGN are in stark contrast to the weak polysynaptic, non-dominate eye influences reported in cat and primates (Marrocco & McClurkin, 1979; Guido et al., 1989) , and perhaps represent an emergent property unique to the rodent (Grieve, 2005; Zhao et al., 2013b) . Certainly, the small ipsilateral terminal domain and large dendritic arbor of Y cells located in the core provide a potential substrate for direct monosynaptic convergence (Fig. 1) , but the full extent and the stimulus conditions that underlie binocular responsiveness wait further testing.
